
Our people

Our experienced High Security Technicians hold Australian Government 
Security Vetting Agency (AGSVA) clearances and have extensive 
experience within privileged settings. We are trusted by Government 
agencies across Australasia to develop, design, install and implement 
systems to protect the critical government facilities.

Our teams understand the Protective Security Policy Framework 
(Australia) and the Protective Security Requirements (New Zealand). 
In New Zealand, our PSR capability has been audited as meeting the 
highest level set by the New Zealand Security Association (NZSA), and 
our IT division, Optic Digital, is a New Zealand Government ICT Security 
and Related Services Panel (SRS Panel) supplier.

Our partners

We have strong channel partnerships with security system vendors 
trusted by the Australian and New Zealand Governments, including Axis 
Communications, Milestone, Gallagher, CIC Technology, Indigo Vision, 
Geutebrück and many others. In fact, in 2019 we were the proud winners 
of Axis Communications’ award for government channel partner of       
the year. 

We’re also proud of our status as an authorised installer of all Gallagher’s 
Type 1A solution. Australian Government agencies are sometimes 
required to use Type 1A security systems as endorsed by the Security 
Construction and Equipment Committee (SCEC). These systems protect 
information where its compromise or loss could cause catastrophic 
damage to national security. Gallagher’s SCEC-approved Type 1A 
solution manages alarms, monitors sensors, and defends system integrity 
for the highest security Australian Government sites.

Government 
Security Leader
It doesn’t get more critical than this. Submarines, F35 strike fighters, Tiger 
attack helicopters and Abraham Tanks are some of the assets protected 
by Optic Security Group via Type 1A security systems we provide to the 
Australian Department of Defence and approved contractors.

The provision of security solutions to government involves working with 
sensitive components in sensitive settings, and we are trusted by a range 
of defence, border, law enforcement, justice, corrections, and critical 
infrastructure agencies to do just that.



A trusted 
Public Sector Partner 
Although for security reasons we do not share case studies in relation 
to our high security projects, there is much across our work in the 
government space that we can talk about. Here’s just a few.

Award-winning safe city solution

When Darwin City Council sought 21st century solutions to reduce 
crime, they looked to us to design, supply, install, and maintain a smart 
CCTV system in key areas of interest in the CBD. Delivered on time and 
on budget, the project took out the 2019 Australian Security Industry 
Association award for ‘Special event or project over $500,000’.

Protecting the COVID border

We recently employed an enterprise security risk management approach 
to identify vulnerabilities and appropriate enhanced security control 
options for New Zealand’s 32 Managed Isolation and Quarantine 
Facilities (MIQF). We carried out rapid security system enhancement 
works for the Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment across all 
32 MIQF sites.

Road, rail, and air safety

We’ve been at the forefront of transport security and safety applications 
in South Australia for over a decade – in rail transport, road transport and 
at the state’s airports. Our involvement with the Department of Planning, 
Infrastructure and Transport (DPTI) Safer Suburbs CCTV Systems, for 
example, dates   back to 2009.

Defending the justice system

As New Zealand Ministry of Justice’s trusted security partner since 2007, 
we were the security provider for the 42,000 sqm Christchurch Justice & 
Emergency Services Precinct. This largest multi-agency government co-
location project in New Zealand’s history saw us integrate 1,000 doors, 
500 CCTV cameras, intercoms and duress systems in a state-of-the-art 
control centre.

A safe pair of hands, 
where and when you 
need them. 


